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Using a topological insulator (TI) Bi2Se3 as a saturable absorber, highly stable Q-switched laser pulses were realized
in an Nd:YAG ceramic waveguide fabricated by carbon ion irradiation. The laser operation was at a wavelength
of 1064 nm, with a repetition rate ranging from 2.7 to 4.7 MHz. The minimum pulsed duration was 46 ns.
The maximum output power was up to 168.6 mW corresponding to the pulse energy of 31.3 nJ. This work
opens up a practical way for implementation of TI modulated pulsed laser devices in dielectric waveguide
platforms. © 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (230.7380) Waveguides, channeled; (140.3540) Lasers, Q-switched; (130.0130) Integrated optics.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.40.000637

As a basic active device for the photonic integrated
circuits, the waveguide laser has attracted continuous
attention, ever since its first proposal in 1961 [1–3]. It
is defined as the miniature laser source with the cavity
resonant in the waveguide platform. Since the waveguide
structure has a small volume, the intracavity intensity
could be considerably high, even when pumped at low
powers. Hence, laser devices based on the waveguide
platforms have superior laser performances such as
low threshold and enhanced slope efficiency, compared
to bulk lasers in some cases, provided the waveguide
losses are adequately low. These active waveguides have
been produced in high-efficiency gain medium (i.e., the
rare earth doped crystal and ceramics) by a few well-
known techniques, for example, femtosecond laser beam
writing, epitaxial growth, ion irradiation [4–10], and
output powers as high as 35 W have been achieved
[5]. Compared to conventional fiber laser systems, the
length of the waveguide cavity is much shorter. The rare
earth doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Re:YAG) crystal-
line materials (single crystals and polycrystalline ceram-
ics) have been demonstrated as excellent gain media for
the waveguide laser systems [11–13]. Recently, Nd:YAG
ceramics have shown the intriguing potential as compact
laser platforms [10]. In addition to the mostly investi-
gated waveguide lasing in continuous wave (CW) regime,
there is an increasing interest in the pulsed waveguide
laser in the community. Diverse designs have been imple-
mented to achieve the passive Q-switching by using the
semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAM) and
graphene [14–16].
The pulsed lasers receive versatile applications in

multiple fields such as sensing, medicine, laser process-
ing, and long-range optical communication. Hence the
generation of pulsed lasers with large energy, short pulse
duration, and high repetition rate attracts continuous
attention in the laser research. As an efficient way to
deliver energetic pulses, Q-switching modulates the
cavity quality factor and releases the stored large amount
of energy within a short time duration. Depending on the

modulation configurations, the Q-switching approach
could be divided into active and passive ones. Because
an acoustic-optic or electro-optic modulator in the laser
cavity was required for the active Q-switching, the cost
and complexity of the pulsed laser systems would be
increased. Compared to the active one, the passive Q-
switching has the advantages of compactness, low cost,
and flexibility in design. As the key element of the passive
Q-switching, various saturable absorbers (SAs) have
been developed, including single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) [17–19], SESAMs, and graphene, etc. Because
of the complex fabrication technologies and expensive
packaging, the cost of SESAMs is relative high.

More recently, the topological insulators (TIs), e.g.,
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, as the rising nanomaterial have
proved to be excellent saturable absorbers [20–22].
Similar to graphene [21–24], TI has a Dirac cone on
the surface near the Γ point and has the ability of the
ultra-broadband saturable absorption under the Pauli-
blocking effect. Based on the nonlinear saturable absorp-
tion of both Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3, the mode-locking and
Q-switched pulsed lasers have been realized in the bulk
and fiber laser systems at the wavelength of 1564.6 and
1550 nm, respectively [25,26]. As of yet, there has been no
report for the TI-based pulsed waveguide lasers.

In this Letter, the TI Bi2Se3 was applied as the satu-
rable absorber for the Q-switched pulsed laser genera-
tion in the carbon ion irradiated Nd:YAG ceramic
channel waveguide platform. The pulsed laser emission
was achieved with the minimum pulse duration of 46 ns
and the maximum repetition rate of 4.7 MHz. The modu-
lation depth of Bi2Se3 was assumed to be 0.9%. Moreover,
the generated pulse energy fluctuation was measured to
be less than 4%, indicating the good stability of the pulsed
waveguide laser emission. This work confirmed the
potential of Bi2Se3 in waveguides as an excellent
saturable absorber for the Q-switched pulsed signal
generation.

The Nd:YAG (doped by 2 at. % Nd3� ions) ceramic
waveguide was fabricated by carbon ion irradiation. It
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was cut into dimensions of 10 mm × 1.5 mm × 6.5 mm
and optically polished. A metal mask with special de-
signed open slits �20 μm × 10 mm� was covered onto
one biggest face. Through this mask, the sample was
irradiated by the C5� ions, at the energy of 15 MeV
and at a fluence of 2 × 1014 ions∕cm2, to produce channel
waveguides on the near surface region of the sample. To
improve the transmission properties of the waveguides,
the sample was annealed in an open oven (at 140°C for
40 min�180°C for 40 min). After the processing, the
propagation loss of the waveguides was reduced to be
less than 0.8 dB/cm. Figure 1(a) shows the image of
the waveguide cross section, which displays a bar
structure depth inside the sample. The refractive index
distribution of the waveguide was reconstructed accord-
ing to Ref. [27] and shown in Fig. 1(b). As one can see,
there was a typical buried waveguide with the width and
thickness of 20 and 10 μm, respectively. In addition, the
maximum refractive index change was 0.0034.
The experiment setup for the Q-switched pulsed laser

generation was schematically shown in Fig. 2. The input
(reflectivity >99.98% at 1064 nm and transmission
>99.5% at 810 nm) and output (reflectivity of 70% at
1064 nm) mirrors were compressed onto end-facets of
the waveguide, constructing a Fabry–Perot lasing reso-
nant cavity. Through the end-coupling technique, the
pump laser at the wavelength of 810 nm from a CW tun-
able Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent MBR PE) was coupled
into the waveguide by a convex lens with a focus length
of 25 mm. The diameter of the focused pump beam was
measured to be 19 μm. To generate the laser pulses, a
Bi2Se3 film as the saturable absorber was added onto
the surface of the output mirror and tightly squeezed
onto the end-facet of the waveguide. The Bi2Se3 film
was synthesized via a polyol method, which was dis-
persed into a solution and spin-coated onto the surface.
The average thickness of the film was ∼50 μm and the
average transmission of the film was ∼90%, correspond-
ing to the saturation optical intensity of ∼4 GW∕cm2. The

fabrication process is the same as the one reported
in Ref. [20].

Figure 3 depicts the measured average output powers
of the waveguide laser as a function of pumping powers.
The optical spectrum of the generated laser (cw and
Q-switched operation) centered at the wavelength of
1064 nm was indicated as an inset. Without the Bi2Se3
modulation, the CW waveguide laser emission was ob-
served with a slope efficiency of 44.3%, once the pumping
power exceeded the threshold of 53 mW. With the intro-
duction of the Bi2Se3 SA, the lasing threshold was
increased to 72 mW, and the slope efficiency was
reduced to 40.4% because of the additional cavity loss
induced by the absorption of Bi2Se3 SA.

Under the modulation of the Bi2Se3 SA, stable Q-
switched pulse trains were observed, as shown in Fig. 4,
with the incident pump power of 118, 263, and 482.6 mW,
respectively. The stable pulse train has a repetition rate
variation from 2.7 to 4.7 MHz, corresponding to a time
interval between an adjacent pulse of 80.6, 58.7, and
46 ns. A zoom-in single pulse was also shown in Fig. 4,
which has a nearly symmetrical intensity shape with a
FWHM of 46 ns.

To investigate the stability of the pulsed laser, the
fluctuation of the pulse energy in the pulse trains was

Fig. 1. (a) Optical microscope image of the waveguide cross
section. (b) Reconstructed refractive index distribution on the
x–z cross section. The x corresponds to the width of the slit in
the metal mask, while z corresponds to the irradiation depth.

Fig. 2. Schematic plot of the experimental setup for the
Q-switched pulsed waveguide laser generation.

Fig. 3. Average output power as a function of the launched
pumping power. Inset is the emission spectrum at 1064 nm.
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measured within a period of time (100 μs). As shown in
Fig. 5, the variation of the pulse energy was less than 4%,
which indicates that the typical intensity pulse train has a
uniform intensity distribution with little amplitude modu-
lation. Along with the pump power increasing, the pulse
energy has a linear increasing. Additionally, the maxi-
mum output energy was as high as 31.3 nJ. Figure 6
shows the pulse duration and the repetition rate as a
function of the pumping power. The initial repetition rate
had a sharp variation near the lasing threshold. Far from
the threshold, there was a monotonous increasing of the
pulse repetition rate with the pumping power increasing
from 2.7 to 4.7 MHz, resulting in a tunable range of 2 MHz.
In addition, both the pulse duration and the repetition
rate have exhibited a sharp variation near the threshold
(toward lower values and higher values, respectively).
With the increasing of the pump power, the decreasing
of pulse width became smooth and the minimum pulse
width was obtained to be 46 ns.
The modal profiles of the generated laser (at the maxi-

mum output power 168.6 mW) was measured through a
microscope objective and depicted as the bottom image
of Fig. 7. According to the measured intensity distribu-
tion of the mode, we calculated the intracavity laser

energy-distribution by dividing the transmittance of the
output mirror (30%). As shown in Fig. 7, the peak power
intensity was assumed to be 0.4 MW∕cm2 which is much
lower than the saturable threshold of Bi2Te3 [20].

According to minimum pulse duration in Fig. 6, we cal-
culated the modulation depth by the equation below:

τp ≈
3.52TR

ΔR
; (1)

where ΔR is the modulation depth, τp is the pulse dura-
tion, and TR is the cavity round-trip time (0.12 ns in this
work). As the minimum pulse duration was 46 ns, the
maximum modulation depth was calculated to be 0.9%,
which is far from being fully saturable.

The low modulation depth was assumed to be induced
by the relative low intracavity intensity of laser in the
waveguide, which was much lower than the threshold
of the saturable absorber. According to the second
threshold criterion [28–30], this situation is not an opti-
mal condition for the passive Q-switched laser. Thus, the
pulse duration and pulse energy would be decreased and
increased, respectively, along with the increasing of the
pumping power. Similar results were also reported in
Ref. [20,31]. Further increasing the pumping power to
exceed the saturable threshold of Bi2Se3, the perfor-
mance of the pulsed waveguide laser is expected to be
optimized.

Fig. 4. Typical Q-switched pulse trans under the pumping
power of (a) 118 mW, (b) 263 mW, and (c) 482.6 mW. (d) A
zoom-in single pulse.

Fig. 5. Pulse energy (triangle) and energy fluctuation of per-
pulse (circle) as a function of the pumping power.

Fig. 6. Pulse duration (hexagon) and frequency of pulsed laser
(square) as a function of the pumping power.

Fig. 7. Calculated intracavity intensity distribution.
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Table 1 shows a comparison of the passive Q-switched
pulsed laser from the waveguide, fiber, and bulk laser
system using Bi2Se3 as the saturable absorber. However,
the pulse energy of the pulse waveguide laser was lower
than the one from the bulk and fiber system. Higher rep-
etition rate and shorter pulse duration possessed by the
waveguide structure demonstrate the advantages of
pulse waveguide laser as an integrated signal source,
even with low modulation depth.
In conclusion, the Bi2Se3 topological insulator (TI) was

employed to an Nd:YAG ceramic waveguide system as
the saturable absorber to achieve the stable pulsed wave-
guide lasers with the lasing threshold of 72 mW and
the slope efficiency of 40%. The pulsed waveguide laser
has a tunable repetition from 2.7 to 4.7 MHz, and a
minimum pulse duration of 46 ns, corresponding to the
modulation depth of 0.9%. This work paves the way to
implement the TIs as saturable absorbers in waveguide
systems.
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Table 1. Passively Q-Switched Laser
Modulated by Bi2Se3

Cavity
Gain

Medium
Modulation

Depth
Repetition

Rate
Pulse

Duration

Fiber
1980 nm Fiber – 26.8 kHz 4.18 μs [21]
∼1550 nm Fiber ∼22% 12.8 kHz 13 μs [22]
1064 nm Fiber – 29.1 kHz 1.95 μs [31]
Bulk Nd:GdVO4 >1% 550 kHz 666 ns [20]
1064 nm
Waveguide Nd:YAG 0.9% 4.7 MHz 46 ns

[this work]1064 nm Ceramic
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